Most of the famous slave narratives of the 1830s and 1840s were guided, edited, prefaced, puffed, and even outlined by white abolitionists.
the slave narrative is not an African American genre because of the white authentication, intervention, and approval in publishing slave narratives. 2) However, a few slave narratives, not only written by but also published by their authors without the abolitionist aids, provide us with an important aspect of the slave narrative genre beyond its canons. This essay analyzes William Grimes's Life of William Grimes, the Runaway Slave (1825 , 1855 , which was designed explicitly to raise money for its author, who had become penniless as a result of a series of legal fights for his freedom and civil rights. Grimes's narrative exemplifies self-published slave narratives in the U.S. that do not subscribe the abolitionist framing of what the slave narrative should be, but establish African American authorship by redeeming the materialized blackness in the print market.
The self-published slave narratives, which appeared in both Europe and North America, diversify our understanding of the slave narrative.
Self-published slave narratives reside outside of the traditional category of this genre mainly because unlike the majority of slave narratives they did not seek white abolitionists' authentication. The most well-known former slave narrative among these must be Olaudah America, only thirteen among 121 slave narratives in total were self-published. Although these thirteen narratives were seemingly independent from antislavery groups and publishers, the abolitionist authority still overshadows most of them in the way that a former slave author often closely worked with (most likely white) abolitionists to publish a narrative. Because of her illiteracy, Sojourner Truth needed her abolitionist amanuenses' helps to transcribe and compile her story. Even though Harriet Jacobs could read and write, she had not been able to place her narrative for publication until Lydia Maria
Child corroborated the narrative's authenticity and introduced Jacobs to her antislavery circle. In contrast to these cases, William Grimes published his narrative without associating with abolitionist groups at all.
To gain Northern white readers' recognition instead of doubt, former slave writers created narratives backed up by white authentication because these writers' authority was not as self-evident as that of white writers. Sara Wood argues that, when a white-authored preface and letters are crucial to confirming a black writer's authenticity, the slave narrative is "guaranteed by an authority acceptable to white, patriarchal America." 3) In the same sense, Sekora coins the term "Black message" and "White envelope" to investigate the crucial role that white abolitionists played in publishing the antebellum slave narrative. Sekora draws a parallel between slaveowners' attempt to control slave language and white abolitionists' effort to produce "not presenting a former slave author's experiences, the slave narrative reflects "the institutional conditions under which many of the narratives were composed." 5) In this way, the slave narrative wrapped with white authentication, which Sekora names "White envelope,"
testifies "to belief in an undifferentiated sameness of [black] existence." 6) Given that these studies generalize the genre in the relation between white abolitionists and black writers, Grimes's exceptional example forces the reader to revisit the conventional understanding of the slave narrative, which has been characterized narrowly in the context of abolitionism in the antebellum U.S. Grimes entitles himself both as an author and as a publisher. This long title suggests that the act of publishing legitimizes the author, whose citizenship is not entirely accepted in the "free" North. In the title, the words "runaway," "brought," and "present" emphasize that the authority of the author-"Himself" is temporary, unlawful, and not
settled. Yet, the phrase "New Haven: Published by the Author" confirms his solid identity as a member of the local community, New
Haven, and the authority that enables him to publish the book under the title, "the Author."
Through the act of writing, the writer recollects seemingly By quoting autobiography genre theoriest Philippe Lejeune, Lynn
Casmier-Paz argues that slave narratives belie "autobiographical pact,"
for which Lejeune regards a proper name of an author as its Grimes, 103. words, he does not apparently prioritize the black humanity that most slave narratives strive to verify. Rather, Grimes tries to intensify the readers' interest in his story by withdrawing his authorial control over them who may doubt, misunderstand, or consume the narrative only for pleasure. He to some extent willingly becomes subject to commodification by writing the narrative. In her study of the slave narrative in the antebellum print culture, Cohen specifies three risks of marketing ex-slave writers' testimonials in print: fungibility, alienability, and salability. First, when we measure literary achievement through the production of a former slave author's selfhood, we mistakenly reproduce the logic of slavery, which makes persons fungible, by "equating a story's 'freedom' with its author's." Second, this understanding of the slave narrative subsumes that black personhood is alienable because we already believe that the personhood "can be transferred to a book," a tangible and ironically impersonal material. At last, the author's humanity can be confirmed through a book sale, which makes that personhood salable. Through the book publication, "a former slave derives power from transforming his or her life into a commodity." 28) Grimes undeniably recognizes that, by publishing his personal story, he must present himself as a fungible, alienable, salable commodity to the reader-buyers in the market instead of insisting on an invaluable human-subject.
The author unhesitatingly announces the pursuit of financial gain as the main reason for writing his narrative. He understands that the degree of freedom is dependent upon the ability to pay for a living. In the preface titled "To The Public" Grimes states that he "tasted the sweets of liberty" briefly but it was "embittered, indeed, with constant apprehension." Through his "eight years labor and exertion,"
he could accumulate a thousand dollars, but the money was stripped "to purchase freedom" and he turned to be "penniless upon the world with a family." 29) Therefore, in order to achieve a life with financial autonomy that renders him practically free, he must sell the narrative.
However, his belief in the importance of being a proprietor does not mean that he is naïve enough to accept that he could enjoy freedom through financial stability and be accepted as a citizen equal to the white enslaved blacks. In other words, his pain could be others' pleasure if the reader finds his agonizing history exciting enough to purchase it.
When he even claims, "My readers may put their own constructions and draw inferences, I can barely state that I tell the truth," 31)
Grimes apparently gives up his authorial control over the readers. Whereas these expressions would discomfort gentle and/or women readers, in this way the narrative could be imbued with the sense of working-class reality and urban masculine culture.
For these reader groups, Grimes carefully created the narrative by infusing several popular genres and styles in the early nineteenthcentury U.S. such as the city-mysterious novel, confessional crime narrative, picaresque novel, and gothic discourses. Jeannine M.
DeLomabard argues that the confessional crime narrative or "black 45) Grimes, 91. Grimes says, "Let it not be imagined that the poor and friendless are entirely free from oppression where slavery does not exist. . . This I may do in a future edition, and when I feel less delicacy about mentioning names." 46) Ibid., 97, 77. Grimes, 48. bothered him, and he conflicted with one of his peer slaves, Frankee, whom he found to be a witch. 52) Worse than these instances, Grimes was overjoyed when his cruel mistress died, saying, "She is dead, thank God, and if I ever meet her again, I hope I shall know her." 53) This series of his faithless misconducts sound interesting to workingclass and male audiences rather than middle-class white women with Grimes's understanding of his working-class identity elucidates the commonality between slavery and capitalism. When he found a first job in the North, he outspokenly complains: "I found it much harder at this time to be a free man, than I had to be a slave." 62) In the end of his first edition, Grimes audaciously "advise [s] legitimate citizenry as a former slave and working-class black man whose laboring body was exposed to dangers of both the dehumanizing institution of slavery and the exploitative capitalism in the North.
He concludes the second edition by exhibiting the narrator as a man of feeling: "[T]hose persons who have oppressed poor Grimes should recollect that although his skin is perhaps a little darker than theirs, he yet has the feelings of a man, and knows when he is abused." 68) His sentience never completely lets him be a commodity for sale because feeling is the most obvious evidence of his inalienable personhood. Grimes proclaims his feelings at the end of his narrative again:
If it were not for the stripes on my back which were made while I was a slave, I would in my will leave my skin as a legacy to the government, desiring that it might be taken off and made into parchment, and then bind the constitution of glorious, happy and free America. Let the skin of an American slave bind the charter of American liberty! 69)
The "skin" serves as a tangible mark of the pains that Grimes has undergone. The book-making process including "taking off," "parching,"
and "binding" the skin preserves the physical evidence of Grimes' pains. Therefore, even though the constitution of America is an insentient object/thing, the skin embodies the constitution through Grimes' living experiences. At the same time, the skin powerfully reminds us of Grimes' humanity that no system like slavery, racism, This passage demonstrates that his humanity inscribed in the narrative is as divine, legitimate, and priceless as the U.S. constitution.
Whereas William Grimes tries to sell out his life story, his administration for its publication shows that he never gives up his authorial control in the favor of his urban working-class readers' pleasure and idle sympathy. Rather, his strategic publication reinforces his authorship by visualizing the seemingly unreliable narrator as a fully feeling human who deserves the readers' recognition. Therefore, the price of the book is equal to the price of Grimes's personhood.
In the print market, the more the book was sold, the more Grimes could buy back his materialized blackness and claim his inalienable humanity to his contemporary readers. William Grimes was sold and, accordingly, redeemed.
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